
Technical Data PERNUMA 2000 E/D

Motor: 230 V / 50 cy (AC)

Motor-Capacity: 550 Watt

Perforation

Character Height: 6, 8 oder 10 mm

Width of perforation: max. 100 mm

Insertion depth: app. 42 mm

Performance

Number of sheets 
per stroke: up to 30 sheets 70 g paper

Weight:
Net / Gross: app. 38.5 kg / app. 50 kg

Dimensions:
Width x Depth x Height: 18.7 x 54.0 x  29.5 cm

Packing Dimensions:
Width x Depth x Height: 36 x 66 x 40 cm
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The electric desk-top perforating machine PERNUMA
2000 E/D is suitable for a wide variety of perforating
applications. For example, it is possible to perforate a
date in combination with numbers, or numbers in com-
bination with letters. A fixed text above and below the
date may be fitted. Apart from that, a large number of
special models are available.

A new motor-gearbox unit reduces the number of the
individual machine components and increases its effi-
ciency compared to previous models.

The most outstanding features of this machine is its
exceptional ease of operation and its smooth-running,
quiet motor. This makes it possible to use a PERNUMA
2000 E/D in banks, at teller's desks, and in offices.

Easy of Operation

The perforation is released by a foot switch. This allows
an easy one-hand operation. In a figure height of 8 or
10 mm up to 30 sheets of paper of 70 g may be perfo-
rated in one operation, depending on the length of the
text and on the thickness of the paper.

In order to carry out the perforation in exactly the same
place on a document each time, the machine is fitted
with adjustable side and rear gauges by standard.

Setting the Perforation Pattern

The actual perforation can be set or modified to any
number/letter combination simply by inserting the
appropriate slides. The selected numbers and letters 
are visible to the user.

Character Size and Total Width of Perforation

The standard character heights of the PERNUMA 2000
E/D are 6 mm, 8mm, or 10 mm. The maximum total
width of perforation is 100 mm, this corresponds to
between 12 and 14 slide positions in 8 mm height, all
after the style of the numbers, letters, or symbols used.

PERNUMA 2000 E/D

Due to its versatile application possibilities as a num-
bering, date and text perforating machine together
with the high efficiency of the smooth, quiet motor-
gearbox unit the PERNUMA 2000 E/D is a modern
office machine with outstanding features:

- robust all-metal design
- powerful (550 Watt) 220/230 Volt AC motor
- high perforation speed with fast and easy setting 

of numbers and characters,
- up to 12 or 14 slide positions possible in a row 

(up to 100 mm total width)
- perforating die unit - easy to change or 

to replace

Optional

Security lock, Automatic release, Counter

PERNUMA 2000 E/D
Electric Heavy-Duty-Perforating Machine with Interchangeable Slides
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